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Joan Campàs Montaner
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department
jcampas@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 29
w.uoc.edu/joan-campas/en

Art and history
Expert in contemporary art and history: cyberculture.

Alba Colombo Vilarrasa
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department
acolombo@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 31
w.uoc.edu/alba-colombo/en

Politics, economics and cultural management
Expert in cultural economy; cultural policy; cultural strategies and cooperation; cultural institution, organization and event planning; culture theory; sociology of culture.
Urban planning and city management

Expert in cities and regions; the city as public space; urban landscapes; urban infrastructure, planning and strategies; the environment and quality of life; urban project and public space management; development and mobility; regional government and administrative organization; the new urban economy and land and housing policy; urban populations and social policy; public safety management; cultural management and policy; interventions in historical districts and underserved neighbourhoods; metropolitan organization and policy.

Mirela Fiori
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department

mirelafiori@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 36 16
@UOCciudad
ciudad.blogs.uoc.edu

Urban planning

Expert in repurposing and restoration of urban areas, especially historic centres; gentrification processes; public space; housing.
Daniel Aranda Juárez  
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department

darandaj@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 46  
@darandaj  
w.uoc.edu/daniel-aranda/en  
spider-uoc.blogspot.com.es

Audiovisual communication  
Expert in the Internet; social uses of technology; youth and video games.

Judith Clares Gavilán  
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department

jclares@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 37  
@judithclares  
w.uoc.edu/judith-clares/en

Audiovisual communication  
Expert in structure and public policy in the audiovisual sector; cultural policy - film; video on demand; cultural industries - film; creative industries; audiovisual distribution; copyright in the audiovisual sector.

Anna Clua Infante  
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department

acluai@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 14  
@anna_clua  
w.uoc.edu/anna-clua/en

Communication, journalism, cultural studies and cultural geography  
Expert in urban studies and communication; community media; communication and democracy; gender and ICT.
Amalia Susana Creus Quinteros
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
acreus0@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 28
w.uoc.edu/amalia-creus/en

Communication, culture and e-learning
Expert in the network society; digital culture; teaching innovations in e-learning; professional identities; organizational culture.

Elisenda Estanyol Casals
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
eestanyol@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 36 67
@ElEiEstanyol

Communication, public relations, advertising and protocol
Expert in corporate communication; institutional communication; public relations; protocol; event planning; communication 2.0; creativity.

Ferran Lalueza Bosch
Dean of the Information and Communication Sciences Department
flalueza@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 73
@ferranlalueza
w.uoc.edu/ferran-lalueza/en

Communication, public relations, social media and journalism
Expert in crisis communication; corporate communication; social networks; corporate social responsibility; persuasive communication on the Internet.

Silvia Martínez Martínez
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
smartinezmartinez1@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 75
w.uoc.edu/silvia-martinez/en

Communication and journalism
Expert in journalism and digital communication; specialized information; social networks; user consumption, usage and participation.

Mireia Montaña Blasco
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
mmontanabl@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 11
@mireiamb
w.uoc.edu/mireia-montana/en

Traditional and digital communication, advertising and media
Expert in traditional and digital advertising; media; advertising media planning; the Internet and social networks; strategy; segmentation by target audience; consumer behaviour; young adults as advertising targets.

Lluís Pastor Pérez
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
lpastor@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 60
w.uoc.edu/lluis-pastor/en

Communication and journalism
Expert in rhetoric and communication; non-verbal communication; metaphors and narratives; participation and media; media and learning.
Antoni Roig Telo  
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department  
aroigt@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 38 71  
@toniroigtelo  
w.uoc.edu/toni-roig/en  
plugin-babies.tumblr.com  

Audiovisual communication  
Expert in collaborative audiovisual creation, crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, self-production and user-generated content, fans, transmedia, cultural convergence, new cultural consumption habits, digital narrative forms and e-learning in the audiovisual field.

Gemma San Cornelio Esquerdo  
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department  
gsan_cornelio@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 31  
@gsancomnelio  
w.uoc.edu/gemma-sancornelio/en  

Audiovisual communication  
Expert in new media aesthetics; online identities; user-generated content; transmedia; co-creation and participatory design; creative work; social innovation; locative media.

Jordi Sánchez Navarro  
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department  
jsancheznav@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 38 22  
@jordisn  
w.uoc.edu/jordi-sanchez/en  
pantallas.tumblr.com  

Audiovisual communication  
Expert in video games; film and television; innovation in audiovisual entertainment; youth and new technologies; fan cultures; strategies to promote film; new forms of entertainment; new forms of audiovisual consumption; trends in blockbuster films; major multimedia franchises; event planning; cultural management in the field of entertainment.

Silvia Sivera Bello  
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department  
ssivera@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 74  
@ssivera  
w.uoc.edu/silvia-sivera/en  

Communication and advertising  
Expert in advertising; creativity; viral advertising; viral marketing; creativity in advertising; advertising and ICT; copywriting; advertising language; alternative advertising.

Imma Tubella Casadevall  
Full professor of Communication  
itubella@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 57 67  
w.uoc.edu/imma-tubella/en  

Communication, network society, identity, new technologies, education and technology  
Expert in communication theory; sociology of communication; communication structure; societal impact of the Internet and ICT; structure of the audiovisual system; the Internet in the context of the Catalan audiovisual sector; communication as a change agent in the information society; transformation of the university.

Sandra Vilajoana Alejandre  
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department  
svilajoana@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 35  
@svilajoana  
w.uoc.edu/sandra-vilajoana/en  

Communication, advertising and public relations  
Expert in advertising law; information law; advertising strategy; public relations strategy.
Agustí Cerrillo Martínez
Full professor of Administrative Law
acerrillo@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 23
@agusti_cerrillo
w.uoc.edu/agusti-cerrillo/en

Administrative law
Expert in e-government; transparency; public integrity.

Ana María Delgado García
Professor of Financial and Tax Law,
dean of the Law and Political Science Department
adelgadoga@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 25
w.uoc.edu/anamaria-delgado/en

Financial and tax law
Expert in tax procedures; ICT taxation.

Pere Fabra Abat
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
pfabra@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 12
w.uoc.edu/pere-fabra/en

Philosophy of law and contemporary philosophy
Expert in the theory of rationality; ethical theory; foundations of law.
Patricia Hernández Hidalgo
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
p.hernandezhi@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 88
w.uoc.edu/patricia-hernandez/en

Criminal law and criminology
Expert in victimology; intimate partner violence (gender-based and bidirectional); peer violence; restorative justice.

David Martínez Zorrilla
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
d.martinezz@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 37
w.uoc.edu/david-martinez/en

Philosophy of law
Expert in the general theory of law; regulatory conflicts.

Marcel Mateu Vilaseca
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
m.mateuvi@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 42
w.uoc.edu/marcel-mateu/en

Constitutional law
Expert in Spanish and Catalan political institutions (Parliament, the Catalan presidency, the Catalan Parliament, the head of state, etc.).

Miquel Peguera Poch
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
m.peguera@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 48
@MiquelP
w.uoc.edu/miquel-peguera/en
responsabilidadinternet.wordpress.com

Commercial law
Expert in Internet law.

Irene Rovira Ferrer
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
i.roviraf@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 16
w.uoc.edu/irene-rovira/en

Financial and tax law
Expert in electronic tax administration; tax procedures; tax information and assistance; regional and local taxation.

Víctor Manuel Sánchez Sánchez
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
v.sanchezsa@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 93
w.uoc.edu/victor-m-sanchez/en

Public international and EU law
Expert in human rights; international conflicts.
**Josep M. Tamarit Sumalla**  
Full professor of Criminal Law  
jtamarit@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 75 50  
w.uoc.edu/josepm-tamarit/en

**Blanca Torrubia Chalmeta**  
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department  
btorrubia@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 21 75  
w.uoc.edu/blanca-torrubia/en

**Manuel Vial Dumas**  
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department  
mviald@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 22  
w.uoc.edu/manuel-vial/en

**Aura Esther Vilalta Nicuesa**  
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department  
avilalta@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 75 79  
w.uoc.edu/auraesther-vilalta/en

**Marc Vilalta Reixach**  
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department  
mvilaltare@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 75 15  
@mvilaltare  
w.uoc.edu/marc-vilalta/en

**Mònica Vilasau Solana**  
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department  
mvilasau@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 79  
w.uoc.edu/monica-vilasau/en

---

**Criminal law and criminology**  
Expert in victimology; restorative justice; criminal sanctions; transitional justice.

**Commercial law**  
Expert in industrial property; procurement; company law; bankruptcy law.

**History of law and institutions**  
Expert in history of European public and private law; history of Latin American political institutions.

**Civil law**  
Expert in online contracts, consumption, negotiation, mediation and arbitration; ADR; ODR; e-justice.

**Administrative law**  
Expert in local law; intergovernmental relations; public procurement.

**Civil law**  
Expert in data protection.
Raquel Xalabarder Plantada
Full Professor of Intellectual Property
rxalabarder@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 53 43 / (+34) 93 326 34 22
w.uoc.edu/raquel-xalabarder/en

Intellectual property
Expert in copyright; limits of exclusive rights; online violations; Internet law; private international law.

Fernando Álvarez Gómez
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
falvarezgo@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 74
w.uoc.edu/fernando-alvarez/en
fiscal.blogs.uoc.edu

Public economy
Expert in public economy; size of the public sector; fiscal pressure.

Gisela Ammetller Montes
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
gammetller@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 68
w.uoc.edu/gisela-ammetller/en

Marketing and market research
Expert in online marketing; consumer behaviour; entrepreneurship; marketing/e-learning interface.

Xavier Baraza Sánchez
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
jbaraza@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 67

Health and safety
Expert in executive management of occupational health and safety; industrial safety in the chemical industry.
August Corrons Giménez
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
acorrons@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 23 47

Social, solidarity and cooperative economy
Expert in social and complementary currencies; ethical banking; alternative financing.

Pilar Ficapal Cusí
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
pfcapal@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 04
w.uoc.edu/pilar-ficapal/en

Business organization
Expert in organization of work; human resources; e-learning programme methodology and design.

Àngels Fitó Bertran
Dean of the Economics and Business Studies Department
afitob@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 39
w.uoc.edu/angels-fitob/en

Financial and management accounting
Expert in financial accounting; cost accounting; business management systems; financial analysis; business ethics.

Carolina Hintzmann Colominas
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
chintzmann@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 63
w.uoc.edu/carolina-hintzmann/en

Applied economics
Expert in macroeconomics; industrial productivity; e-learning.

Ana Isabel Jiménez Zarco
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
ajimenezz@uoc.edu
(+34) 91 524 70 06
@ajzarco
w.uoc.edu/ana-i-jimenez/en

Innovation, entrepreneurship, marketing and market research
Expert in innovation; entrepreneurship and business competitiveness; cooperation and uses of ICT; brand image and identity.

Josep Lladós Masllorens
Director of the IN3 and lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
jlladosm@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 52 44
@josep_llados
w.uoc.edu/josep-llados/en
xerigot.blogspot.com.es

Applied economics
Expert in international economics; economic policy; regional and urban economics; innovation systems; regional treasuries; online business models; economic geography.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lecturer</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joan Llobet Dalmases</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jllobetda@uoc.edu">jllobetda@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 253 75 75 w.uoc.edu/joan-llobet/en</td>
<td>Business organization, financial economics and accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neus Orgaz Guerrero</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:norgaz@uoc.edu">norgaz@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 253 75 78 w.uoc.edu/neus-orgaz/en</td>
<td>Financial economics and accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoni Meseguer Artola</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ameseguer@uoc.edu">ameseguer@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 254 21 05 w.uoc.edu/antoni-meseguer/en</td>
<td>Statistics and operational research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Puig Gómez</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:apuiggo@uoc.edu">apuiggo@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 254 21 51 w.uoc.edu/albert-puig/en</td>
<td>Applied economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabet Motellón Corral</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:emotellon@uoc.edu">emotellon@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 253 75 01 w.uoc.edu/elisabet-motellon/en</td>
<td>Applied economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva Rimbau Gilabert</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:erimbau@uoc.edu">erimbau@uoc.edu</a> @erimbau w.uoc.edu/eva-rimbau/en empresapersonasaprendizaje.blogspot.com.es</td>
<td>Human resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Joan Llobet Dalmases
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
jllobetda@uoc.edu (+34) 93 253 75 75 w.uoc.edu/joan-llobet/en

Business organization, financial economics and accounting
Expert in organizational commitment; financial accounting; cost accounting; business management systems; financial analysis; business ethics.

Neus Orgaz Guerrero
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
norgaz@uoc.edu (+34) 93 253 75 78 w.uoc.edu/neus-orgaz/en

Financial economics and accounting
Expert in corporate finance; financial markets; financial accounting; financial analysis.

Antoni Meseguer Artola
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
ameseguer@uoc.edu (+34) 93 254 21 05 w.uoc.edu/antoni-meseguer/en

Statistics and operational research
Expert in quantitative methods applied to economics and business (mathematics, statistics and econometrics); game theory.

Albert Puig Gómez
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
apuiggo@uoc.edu (+34) 93 254 21 51 w.uoc.edu/albert-puig/en

Applied economics
Expert in production models and industrial policy; direct foreign investment and industrial policy; the European Union and economic policy.

Elisabet Motellón Corral
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
emotellon@uoc.edu (+34) 93 253 75 01 w.uoc.edu/elisabet-motellon/en

Applied economics
Expert in labour economics; unemployment; wages; temporary employment; immigration; education and human capital; regional job markets; quantitative methods.

Eva Rimbau Gilabert
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
erimbau@uoc.edu @erimbau w.uoc.edu/eva-rimbau/en empresapersonasaprendizaje.blogspot.com.es

Human resources
Expert in human resources; telecommuting; virtual teams; flexible work; leadership; e-learning.
Inma Rodríguez Ardura  
**Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department**  
irodriguez@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 75 37  
w.uoc.edu/inma-rodriguez/en  
researchgate.net/profile/Inma_Rodriguez-Ardura

**Marketing and market research**  
Expert in digital marketing; e-commerce; online consumer behaviour; marketing/e-learning interface.

Elisabet Ruiz Dotras  
**Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department**  
eruizd@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 11  
w.uoc.edu/elisabet-ruiz/en

**Financial economics and accounting**  
Expert in financial markets; globalization of financial markets; e-banking; ethics and finance; e-learning.

Mar Sabadell Bosch  
**Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department**  
msabadell@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 02  
w.uoc.edu/mar-sabadell/en

**Labour law and tax law**  
Expert in corporate responsibility in the area of health and safety; telecommuting; workplace flexibility.

Enric Serradell López  
**Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department**  
eserradell@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 12  
@eserrlop  
w.uoc.edu/enric-serradell/en  
mendeley.com/profiles/enric-serradell-lopez

**Business organization**  
Expert in intangibles; corporate culture; business management; e-learning; gamification; simulators.

Joan Torrent Sellens  
**Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department**  
jtorrent@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 53 83  
w.uoc.edu/joan-torrent/en

**Applied economics**  
Expert in ICT, knowledge and economic growth and development; ICT, knowledge and business and regional efficiency and competitiveness; ICT, knowledge, economic activities and social uses; ICT, knowledge and health; ICT, knowledge, people and work.
Elena Barberà Gregori
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Expert in e-learning; education and ICT; assessing online learning; e-portfolios; online teaching strategies; knowledge construction in virtual environments.

Guillermo Bautista Pérez
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

APPLIED EDUCATION
Expert in school curricula; school teaching; integration and use of ICT for teaching in schools; training in the use of new technologies; ICT and family.

Eva Bretones Peregrina
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

EDUCATION
Expert in education policy and attention to diversity; trainer training; interculturalism; education and ethnography of educational processes.
Nati Cabrera Lanzo  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department  
ncabrera@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 53 26  
w.uoc.edu/nati-cabrera/en

Teaching and educational organization  
Expert in e-assessment; quality assessment; e-learning policy, management and organization.

Josep M Duart Montoliu  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department  
jduart@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 36 13  
w.uoc.edu/josepm-duart/en

Education and technology, universities and uses of the Internet  
Expert in e-learning; online education; universities and the network society; education and technology.

Anna Espasa Roca  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department  
aespasa@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 02  
w.uoc.edu/anna-espasa/en  
uoc.academia.edu/AnnaEspasa

Educational psychology  
Expert in formative feedback; university teacher training; teaching methods; use of ICT for learning; learning assessment.

Iolanda García González  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department  
igarcia@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 53 21  
@iolandagago

Education  
Expert in designing digitally-supported learning; social construction of knowledge through ICT; digital culture and education; educational innovation and ICT.

Lourdes Guàrdia Ortiz  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department  
lguardia@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 38 89  
@louguardia  
w.uoc.edu/lourdes-guardia/en

Teaching and organization  
Expert in education and ICT; educational technology; educational design of multimedia learning materials and e-learning resources and activities; assessing e-learning; e-portfolios; language teaching in e-learning environments.

Teresa Guasch Pascual  
Dean of the Psychology and Education Sciences Department  
tguaschp@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 01  
w.uoc.edu/teresa-guasch/en  
uoc.academia.edu/TeresaGuasch

Educational psychology  
Expert in university teacher training; teaching methods; knowledge construction in e-learning environments; educational uses of ICT in schools; writing as a learning tool in virtual environments.
Montse Guitert Catasús
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
mguitert@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 25
@montseguitert
w.uoc.edu/montse-guitert/en

ICT and education, trainer training and digital skills training
Expert in ICT and teaching; ICT applied to training; educational technology and e-learning; collaborative work in virtual environments; virtual teacher training; teachers, ICT and digital skills training; multimedia teaching materials; strategies.

K. H. Enosha Hettiarachchi
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)
khetiarachchi@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 5274
@enosha
w.uoc.edu/enosha-hettiarachchi/en

E-learning and computer science
Expert in technology-enhanced learning; technology-enhanced assessment; technologies and tools for distance education; learning object repositories; programming; web design and development.

Maria Antònia Huertas Sánchez
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
mhuertass@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 27
w.uoc.edu/mariaantonia-huertas/en
huertas.wordpress.com

E-learning and knowledge representation
Expert in mathematics e-learning; knowledge representation and reasoning.

Marcelo Maina Patras
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
mmaina@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 27
@mmaina
w.uoc.edu/marcelo-maina/en

Teaching and organization
Expert in education and ICT; educational technology.

Rosa M.ª Mayordomo Saiz
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
mmayordomo@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 52
w.uoc.edu/rosam-mayordomo/en

Educational psychology
Expert in educational practices; educational influence and knowledge construction processes; educational uses of ICT in informal education; educational influence and knowledge construction in e-learning environments.

Josep M. Mominó de la Iglesia
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
jnomino@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 85

Education policy and school organization
Expert in integration of ICT in education.
Enric Mor Pera
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
emor@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 37
@enricmor
w.uoc.edu/enric-mor/en

**E-learning and user experience (UX)**
Expert in technology-enhanced learning; user-centred design; interaction design; usability; interaction analysis; computational thinking; Scratch.

Segundo Moyano Mangas
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
smoyanom@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 99

**Education**
Expert in child protection; social education; social educator training; art and the city in social education; reading, writing and social education.

Adriana Ornellas
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
aornellas@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 40
@aornellasbcn
w.uoc.edu/adriana-ornellas/en

**Education and ICT**
Expert in emerging technologies for learning in contemporary society; teacher training in ICT; new literacies; e-learning 2.0; computational thinking.

Asun Pié Balaguer
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
apieb@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 85

**Applied education**
Expert in disability studies; critical social and educational movements in the field of disability and dependency.

Jordi Planella Ribera
Full professor of Social Education
jplanella@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 96
w.uoc.edu/jordi-planella/en
uoc.academia.edu/jordiplanella

**Social education, theory and history of education**
Expert in disability studies; social education; social support; body studies.

Laura Porta Simó
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
lportasi@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 38
w.uoc.edu/laura-porta/en

**Education and ICT, e-learning and educational multimedia**
Expert in e-learning and multimedia; multimedia teaching resources.
Àngels Rius Gavidia
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
mriusg@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 40
w.uoc.edu/angels-rius/en

Integration of ontologies, process specification and e-learning
Expert in automation of procedures for the development of e-learning systems; formalization of learning procedures and environments through ontologies; interoperability standards for e-learning systems.

Marc Romero Carbonell
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
mromerocar@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 04
@mromerocar
w.uoc.edu/marc-romero/en

ICT and education, trainer training and digital skills training
Expert in ICT and teaching; ICT applied to training; educational technology and e-learning; collaborative work in virtual environments; virtual teacher training; teachers, ICT and digital skills training; multimedia teaching materials and strategies.

Teresa Romeu Fontanillas
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
tromeu@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 42
@tromeu
w.uoc.edu/teresa-romeu/en

ICT and education, e-learning, and digital skills training
Expert in ICT applied to training and professional environments; online collaborative work; digital literacy and skills; online teaching strategies.

Teresa Sancho Vinuesa
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
tsancho@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 07
w.uoc.edu/teresa-sancho/en

Mathematical education
Expert in mathematics e-learning; interactive learning resources in higher education.

Marc Sangrà Morer
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
asangra@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 87
w.uoc.edu/albert-sangra/en

Education
Expert in e-learning; education and ICT; educational organization; online university teaching; teaching methods; educational policy; strategic ICT planning in education.

Carles Sigalés Conde
Vice President for Teaching and Learning
csigales@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 23 23
w.uoc.edu/carles-sigales/en

Education policy
Expert in integration of ICT in education.
Agustí Canals Parera
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
acanals@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 76
w.uoc.edu/agusti-canals/en

Business administration and management
Expert in knowledge management; strategy and organization; information systems; social networks; data science; R&D and innovation; complex systems.

Víctor Cavaller Reyes
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
vcavaller@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 36
@vcavaller
w.uoc.edu/victor-cavaller/en
vcavaller.wordpress.com

Information and communication sciences
Expert in information management; information technology and processing; innovation management; informetrics; R&D and innovation; audience analysis.

Josep Cobarsi Morales
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
jcobarsi@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 75
@jcobarsi
w.uoc.edu/josep-cobarsi/en

Information and communication sciences
Expert in informational behaviour and digital detox; competitive intelligence; knowledge management and risk management; knowledge management in science and technology; digital information services.
Núria Ferran Ferrer
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
nferranf@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 32
@nferranf
w.uoc.edu/nuria-ferran/en

Information and communication sciences
Expert in open content; digital skills; user-experience design for devices.

Montserrat Garcia Alsina
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
mgarciaals@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 36 94
@mg_als
w.uoc.edu/montserrat-garcia/en

Information and communication sciences
Expert in knowledge management; information management; competitive and regional intelligence; knowledge maps; document management; archives; document analysis – cataloguing, indexing, metadata, document languages, ontologies and taxonomies.

Pablo Lara Navarra
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
plara@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 18
@larapablo
w.uoc.edu/pablo-lara/en
about.me/pablolar

Open innovation and technology trends
Expert in open innovation; social entrepreneurship; trend laboratories; knowledge clusters; online knowledge management; information system and content design.

Alexandre López Borrull
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
alopezbo@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 78
@alexandrellopez
w.uoc.edu/alex-lopez/en
sites.google.com/site/alexandrellopezborrull

Information and communication sciences
Expert in open access; scientific communication; digital preservation; information sources; legal aspects of digital information; collaborative research and open science.

Eva Ortoll Espinet
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
eortoll@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 74
@evaortoll
w.uoc.edu/eva-ortoll/en

Information and communication sciences
Expert in competitive and regional intelligence; scientific collaboration; user behaviour; digital skills; information management in organizations.

Sandra Sanz Martos
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department
ssanzm@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 72
@ssanzm
w.uoc.edu/sandra-sanz/en

Information and communication sciences
Expert in practice communities; learning communities; collaborative learning; collaborative work; e-learning.
Mercè Vázquez García
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department

mvazquezga@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 11
@mvaquezga
w.uoc.edu/merce-vazquez/en

Information and communication sciences
Expert in information management; technology and information processing; language and terminology extraction technology.

Candela Ollé Castellà
Lecturer in the Information and Communication Sciences Department

collec@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 10
@CandelaOlle
w.uoc.edu/candela-olle/en

Communication, information and documentation
Expert in information-seeking and digital behaviour; bibliometrics; library science; open access; e-books and e-journals; audiovisual documentation.

Anna Busquets Alemany
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department

abusquets@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 25
w.uoc.edu/anna-busquets/en

History
Expert in ancient, modern and contemporary history of China; Spain-China relations throughout history; gender studies from a historical perspective in China.

Jaume Claret Miranda
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department

jclaretmi@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 28
w.uoc.edu/jaume-claret/en

History
Expert in history of Catalonia and Spain (20th century); history of the present; intellectual history.

Joan Fuster Sobrepere
Dean of the Arts and Humanities Department

jfusters@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 23 53
w.uoc.edu/joan-fuster/en

Contemporary history
Expert in political and cultural history of Catalonia and Spain (19th and 20th centuries); urban history of Barcelona (19th century).
Glòria Munilla Cabrillana
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department

Prehistory, ancient history and archaeology
Expert in cultural heritage; ICT and cultural management; museology and museography; Mediterranean protohistory and protohistoric archaeology; safeguarding archaeological historical heritage in armed conflicts.

gmunilla@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 26
w.uoc.edu/gloria-munilla/en

Joan Arnedo Moreno
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department

Networks, security, video games and gamification
Expert in Internet security; gamification; video games and serious games; programming; Scratch.

jarnedo@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 16
w.uoc.edu/joan-arnedo/en

Santi Caballé Llobet
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department

E-learning, software engineering and distributed technologies
Expert in e-learning; m-learning; computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL); software engineering; web, distributed, P2P and grid/cloud technology.

scaballe@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 39
w.uoc.edu/santi-caballe/en
cv.uoc.edu/~scaballe

Carlos Casado Martínez
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department

Web development and programming
Expert in web standards, accessibility and development; computational thinking; programming in schools; Scratch.

ccasadom@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 18
@ccasadom
w.uoc.edu/carlos-casado/en
Jordi Casas Roma
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
jcasasr@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 486 37 17
@jcasasr
w.uoc.edu/jordi-casas/en
deic.uab.cat/~jcassas

IT security, artificial intelligence and data mining
Expert in IT security; privacy in graphs and social networks; graph mining; data mining.

Robert Clarisó Viladrosa
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
rclariso@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 10
w.uoc.edu/robert-clariso/en

Computing and theoretical computer science
Expert in formal verification; formal methods in software engineering; theoretical computer science.

Jordi Conesa Caralt
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
jconesac@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 36 34 / (+34) 93 450 53 41
w.uoc.edu/jordi-conesa/en

Databases, ontologies and conceptual modelling
Expert in conceptual modelling; ontologies; semantic web.

Atanasi Daradoumis Haralabus
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
adaradoumis@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 20
w.uoc.edu/atanasi-daradoumis/en

ICT and education, e-learning, collaborative systems and instructional design
Expert in e-learning and technology; knowledge management; computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL); adaptive and personalized learning; interaction analysis; learning design.

Carles Garrigues Olivella
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
cgarrigueso@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 26
w.uoc.edu/carles-garrigues/en

Open-source software and IT security
Expert in open-source software; free knowledge; legal aspects of open-source software; computer network security; mobile technology.

Isabel Guitart Hormigo
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
iguitarth@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 24
w.uoc.edu/isabel-guitart/en

Information systems and software engineering
Expert in quality models; information systems.
Josep Jorba Esteve
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
jjorbae@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 12
w.uoc.edu/josep-jorba/en

Computer and operating system architecture and open-source software
Expert in open-source software; GNU/Linux; cloud, grid and cluster computing; parallel and distributed high-performance computing (HPC).

Ángel A. Juan Pérez
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
ajuanp@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 53 41
w.uoc.edu/angel-juan/en
ajuanp.wordpress.com

Quantitative and computational methods applied to business
Expert in optimization and simulation algorithms applied to logistics, transport and manufacturing.

Àgata Lapedriza García
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
alapedriza@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 66
w.uoc.edu/agata-lapedriza/en

Computer vision
Expert in computer vision; artificial intelligence; image processing; mathematics distance learning.

Rafael Macau Nadal
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
rmacau@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 29
w.uoc.edu/rafael-macau/en

Information systems, data-intensive service design and engineering
Expert in strategic management; ICT and business; social uses of ICT; service sector; information systems; service science.

Josep Maria Marco Simó
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
jmarco@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 31
w.uoc.edu/josepm-marco/en

Information systems and IT curricular organization
Expert in information systems management and administration; information system outsourcing; curricular innovation in computer engineering programmes.

David Masip Rodó
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
dmasipr@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 02
w.uoc.edu/david-masip/en
sunai.uoc.edu/~dmasipr

Computer vision
Expert in computer vision; artificial intelligence; image processing.
David Megías Jiménez
Director of the Doctoral School and lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
dmegias@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 58 / (+34) 93 450 37 35
w.uoc.edu/david-megias/en

Open-source software and computer networks
Expert in open-source software; free knowledge; information security and network security; computer architecture and structure; process control and automation.

Julià Minguillón Alfonso
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
jminguillona@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 36
@jminguillona
ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usuari:Julià_Minguillón

E-learning and open educational resources
Expert in social network analysis; learning process analysis; user behaviour analysis; learning platforms; learning object repositories; open educational resources; open data; big data; Wikipedia.

Joan Antoni Pastor Collado
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
jpastorc@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 35 02

Information systems and software engineering
Expert in provision and implementation of integrated information systems (ERP, SCM, CRM, EAI, BI); information system service management and administration (strategy, outsourcing and HR management); IT support systems for the curricular design and engineering of advanced IT training; conceptual modelling applied to process and service design and engineering; history of computer science.

Josep Prieto Blázquez
Dean of the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
jprieto@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 37 39
w.uoc.edu/josep-prieto/en

Computer networks, operating systems and computer architecture
Expert in virtual laboratories; IT security.

Daniel Riera Terrén
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
drierat@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 34 09
w.uoc.edu/daniel-riera/en

Programming, modelling and artificial intelligence
Expert in system modelling, simulation and optimization.

Helena Rifà Pous
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
hrifa@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 09
w.uoc.edu/helena-rifa/en

Telematics and wireless networks
Expert in security in open networks (ad hoc, cognitive radio networks, sensors, etc.); PKI.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jordi Serra Ruiz</td>
<td>Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jserrai@uoc.edu">jserrai@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 326 37 45</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/jordi-serra/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Open-source software, IT security and operating systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Appel</td>
<td>Director of the eLearn Center and lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mappel@uoc.edu">mappel@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 450 52 38</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/christine-appel/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign language (English) teaching and acquisition, and e-learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalie Bittoun Debruyne</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nbittoun@uoc.edu">nbittoun@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 450 52 36</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/nathalie-bittoun/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>French language and literature, comparative literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marta Coll Florit</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mcollfl@uoc.edu">mcollfl@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 254 75 64</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/marta-collflorit/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>Web Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ona Domènech Bagaria</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:odomenechb@uoc.edu">odomenechb@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 254 21 24</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/ona-domenech/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Gassol Bellet</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ogassol@uoc.edu">ogassol@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 254 21 20</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/olivia-gassol/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Ernest</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pernest@uoc.edu">pernest@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 450 52 39</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/pauline-ernest/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Hopkins</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jhopkins@uoc.edu">jhopkins@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 450 52 35</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/joseph-hopkins/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josep Anton Fernàndez Montolí</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jfernandezmont@uoc.edu">jfernandezmont@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 254 21 46</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/josep-a-fernandez/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Iribarren Donadeu</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tiribarren@uoc.edu">tiribarren@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 254 21 23</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/teresa-iribarren/en</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Antoni Oliver Gonzàlez

**Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department**

aoliverg@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 87  
@aoliverg  
w.uoc.edu/antoni-oliver/en  
researchgate.net/profile/Antoni_Oliver2

**Computational linguistics**

Expert in machine translation; assisted translation; terminology extraction; machine learning.

## Takako Otsuki

**Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department**

totsuki@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 52 37  
w.uoc.edu/tatako-otsuki/en

**Spanish literature and comparative literature**

Expert in literary textual analysis; translation of Spanish literature to Japanese; online Japanese language teaching.

## Carles Prado Fonts

**Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department**

cprado@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 75 81  
w.uoc.edu/carles-prado/en  
cv.uoc.edu/~cprado/

**Literature**

Expert in Chinese literature and culture; China-Spain relations; translation; intercultural studies.

## Joan Pujolar Cos

**Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department**

jpujolar@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 21  
w.uoc.edu/joan-pujolar/en

**Sociolinguistics**

Expert in language and young people; language and immigration; languages and globalization.

## Takako Otsuki

**Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department**

totsuki@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 52 37  
w.uoc.edu/tatako-otsuki/en

**Spanish literature and comparative literature**

Expert in literary textual analysis; translation of Spanish literature to Japanese; online Japanese language teaching.

## Carles Prado Fonts

**Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department**

cprado@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 75 81  
w.uoc.edu/carles-prado/en  
cv.uoc.edu/~cprado/

**Literature**

Expert in Chinese literature and culture; China-Spain relations; translation; intercultural studies.
Roser Beneito Montagut  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
rbeneito@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 37 79  
w.uoc.edu/roser-beneito/en

Design and multimedia creation
Expert in design; visual aesthetics and communication; online interpersonal relationships and emotions.

Quelic Berga Carreras  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
qberga@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 37 38  
@QuelicBerga  
w.uoc.edu/quelic-berga/en  
quelic.net

Computational design, generative art, interface design and user interaction
Expert in digital and media culture; contemporary art; digital art.

César Pablo Córcoles Briongos  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department
ccorcoles@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 37 19  
@chechar  
w.uoc.edu/cesar-corcoles/en  
cesaro.corcoles.net

Web development, science and mathematics
Expert in the Internet; web development; standards; content managers; mathematics e-learning.
Ferran Giménez Prado  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department  
fgimenezp@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 37 21  
w.uoc.edu/ferran-gimenez/en

Multimedia technologies and applications, and networked project management  
Expert in multimedia industry; markets; professional profiles; products and development tools; curricular design and development in the field of ICT in e-learning environments.

Antoni Marin Amatller  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department  
amarina@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 37 32  
@AMarinAmatller  
w.uoc.edu/antoni-marin/en

Digital video and digital photography editing and composition  
Expert in hypervideo; transmedia narratives; educational applications of video.

Javier Melenchón Maldonado  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department  
jmelenchom@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 35 08  
w.uoc.edu/javier-melenchon/en

Image, video and audio  
Expert in multimedia digital content; audio processing; synthesis and analysis of the human voice; computer vision; image processing; video processing; artificial intelligence; talking heads; automated dialogue replacement (dubbing).

Irma Vilà Òdena  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department  
ivilao@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 3707  
@irmavilaodena  
telenoika.net/drapaires  
zzzinc.net

Creativity and aesthetics, audiovisual documentation and graphic design  
Expert in digital culture; art and new media; documentation in the creation, production, dissemination and preservation of multimedia content and digital art; visual design and communication.
Joan Balcells Padullés
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
jbalcells@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 04
w.uoc.edu/joan-balcells/en

Political science
Expert in political theory; democracy.

Albert Batlle Rubio
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
abatlle@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 35
w.uoc.edu/albert-batlle/en

Political science
Expert in political parties; institutions and the Internet.

Rosa Borge Bravo
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
rborge@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 52 45
w.uoc.edu/rosa-borge/en

Political science
Expert in political participation; social science methodology.
Ana Sofía Cardenal Izquierdo  
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department

- acardenal@uoc.edu  
- (+34) 93 254 21 40  
- w.uoc.edu/ana-s-cardenal/en

**Comparative politics and political behaviour**

Expert in comparative politics; public opinion; social media: voting behaviour.

Arnau Monterde Mateo  
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)

- amonterde@uoc.edu  
- (+34) 93 450 54 34  
- @arnaumonty  
- w.uoc.edu/arnau-monterde/en  
- civilsc.net/taxonomy/term/17

**Social movements, network analysis, communication and politics**

Expert in interaction between new emerging movements since 2011 and ICT; online political practices; crisis and transformation of democracies in the digital age.

Albert Padró-Solanet Grau  
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department

- apadro_solanet@uoc.edu  
- (+34) 93 253 75 09  
- w.uoc.edu/albert-padrosolanet/en

**Public management and administration**

Expert in public management and administration.

Ivan Serrano Balaguer  
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)

- iserranoba@uoc.edu  
- (+34) 93 450 52 49  
- w.uoc.edu/ivan-serrano/en  
- iserranob.blogspot.com

**Political theory and comparative politics**

Expert in comparative politics, nationalism, federalism, secession, public opinion.
Llorenç
Andreu Barrachina
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
landreub@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 88
@fsaigi

Educational psychology
Expert in language acquisition and development; learning disabilities; language disorders.

Manuel
Armayones Ruiz
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
marmayones@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 92
@armayones
w.uoc.edu/manuel-armayones/en

Personality, psychological assessment and treatments, and health and the Internet
Expert in e-health; the Internet and health; e-patients; the psychological impact of ICT; patient social networks; addiction; the Internet and new technologies; rare diseases and the Internet; online psychological intervention strategies; rare diseases and ICT.

Antoni
Badia Garganté
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department
tbadia@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 326 38 84
w.uoc.edu/toni-badia/en

Educational psychology
Expert in learning strategies; teacher training; educational uses of ICT in the classroom; knowledge construction in e-learning environments.
Mercè Boixadós Anglès  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

mboixados@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 38 94  
w.uoc.edu/merce-boixados/en

**Behavioural science methodology**  
Expert in design and analysis of data for research; health and quality of life.

Beni Gómez Zúñiga  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

bgomezz@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 03

**Basic psychology**  
Expert in psychology of health; quality of life and the use of ICT for prevention and health promotion; the historical and epistemological development of psychology as a scientific discipline.

Noemí Guillamón Cano  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

nguillamon@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 37 13  
w.uoc.edu/noemi-guillamon/en

**Personality, psychological assessment and treatments**  
Expert in psychological interventions in children, teenagers and adults; promoting health through ICT in teenagers.

Eulàlia Hernández Encuentra  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

ehernandez@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 38 98  
@ehernandez  
w.uoc.edu/eulalia-hernandez/en

**Developmental psychology**  
Expert in ICT and health; personal and professional use of the Internet for health; health promotion through the use of ICT; lifelong developmental psychology (what people are like at different points in their lives).

Elena Muñoz Marrón  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

emunozmarr@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 35 51 / (+34) 93 450 53 46  
w.uoc.edu/elena-munoz/en

**Neuropsychology, neuroscience and transcranial magnetic stimulation**  
Expert in cognitive stimulation in brain damage; basic psychological processes; transcranial magnetic stimulation.

Rubén Nieto Luna  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

rnietol@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 35 38  
w.uoc.edu/ruben-nieto/en

**Personality, psychological assessment and treatments, and health and the Internet**  
Expert in chronic pain research (assessment, risk factors and secondary prevention); development of online interventions for health problems (especially problems involving pain).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modesta Pousada Fernández</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mpousada@uoc.edu">mpousada@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 326 38 97</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/modesta-pousada/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic psychology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert in personal attention and memory processes and the impact of ICT use on them; psychology of health and the use of ICT to promote and care for it.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Redolar Ripoll</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dredolar@uoc.edu">dredolar@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 326 38 90 / (+34) 93 450 53 45</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/diego-redolar/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psychobiology and neuroscience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert in neuroscience and psychobiology (biological bases for learning, memory, emotions and reinforcement).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Rodríguez Giralt</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:irodriguezgir@uoc.edu">irodriguezgir@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 326 30 01</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/israel-rodriguez/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psychology and social movements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert in social movements and political activism, especially in the fields of health and social policy for dependent care (independent living movement, neurodiversity, patient groups, senior activism); public participation in the knowledge society - co-experts and technological democracy; disasters, politics and vulnerable groups.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milagros Sáinz Ibáñez</td>
<td>Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:msainzi@uoc.edu">msainzi@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 450 52 62</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/milagros-sainz/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social psychology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert in gender stereotypes and roles; academic motivation and choice of studies in adolescence; gender and attitudes towards technology; careers in technology.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatriz Sora Miana</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bsora@uoc.edu">bsora@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 326 35 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert in psychology of organizations and work (job insecurity: the threat of losing one's job).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montse Vall-llovera Llovet</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mvall-llovera@uoc.edu">mvall-llovera@uoc.edu</a></td>
<td>(+34) 93 326 38 86</td>
<td>w.uoc.edu/montse-vall-llovera/en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioural science methodology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert in youth and ICT.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Agnès Vayreda Duran  
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department

avayreda@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 19  
w.uoc.edu/agnes-vayreda/en

Social psychology

Expert in discourse analysis; gender studies; computer-assisted communication; virtual self-help communities for health issues.

Alicia Aguilar Martínez  
Lecturer in the Health Sciences Department

aaguilarmart@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 53 20

Nutrition

Expert in educational innovation in e-health; food studies from a health perspective; biotechnology; nutritional education.

Josep Vivas Elias  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department

pvivasi@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 38 91

Social psychology

Expert in the psychology of cities; theory of urban space; qualitative methods for researching cities; urban ethnography; urban drift; observation of cities.

Marta Aymerich Martínez  
Vice President for Strategic Planning and Research

marta.aymerich@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 23 23

Public health and research policy

Expert in translating research findings into clinical and/or public health practice; evaluating research.

Alicia Aguilar Martínez  
Lecturer in the Health Sciences Department

aaguilarmart@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 53 20

Nutrition

Expert in educational innovation in e-health; food studies from a health perspective; biotechnology; nutritional education.

Marta Aymerich Martínez  
Vice President for Strategic Planning and Research

marta.aymerich@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 23 23

Public health and research policy

Expert in translating research findings into clinical and/or public health practice; evaluating research.

Dolors Colom Masfret  
Adjunct lecturer in the Health Sciences Department

dcolomma@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 53 93

Health social work

Expert in health social work; service organization; programme planning; procedures, protocols and processes; admission planning programme procedure; research on psychosocial aspects of disease.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Expertise</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jordi Colomer Mascaró</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Health Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jcolomerm@uoc.edu">jcolomerm@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 450 53 93</td>
<td>Health management</td>
<td>Expert in clinical management; organization and planning; alternative systems to hospitalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>José Esteban García</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Health Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jestebanga@uoc.edu">jestebanga@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 326 37 00</td>
<td>Health system management and health technology</td>
<td>Expert in clinical management; hospital administration; telemedicine processes; health and process management (ICT); health technology planning and management; health centre planning and design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaume Kulisevsky Bojarski</td>
<td>Dean of the Health Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jkulisevsky@uoc.edu">jkulisevsky@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 450 54 85</td>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>Expert in movement disorders and neurodegenerative diseases (Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s, restless legs syndrome, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesc Saigí Rubió</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Health Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:fsaigi@uoc.edu">fsaigi@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 326 36 22</td>
<td>E-health and telemedicine</td>
<td>Expert in e-health; definition and assessment of new care provision models, especially comprehensive care models using ICT; educational innovation in health (e-learning); web 2.0 and clinical practice communities; application of virtual reality in health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julio Villalobos Hidalgo</td>
<td>Lecturer in the Health Sciences Department</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jvillalobosh@uoc.edu">jvillalobosh@uoc.edu</a> (+34) 93 450 52 31</td>
<td>Health system and organization management</td>
<td>Expert in health system and organization management.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eduard Albar Puentes
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department

ealbar@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 69
w.uoc.edu/eduard-albar/en

Science, technology and society studies
Expert in online collective production (Wikipedia, open-source programming, open science); interactions between technology and society; sociology of science; e-government.

Pau David Alsina González
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department

palsinag@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 76
@paulsina
w.uoc.edu/pau-alsina/en

Arts and philosophy
Expert in digital culture and technologies; innovation in cultural management and production; interrelation of art, science, technology and society; new media; post-structuralist philosophy.

Matteo Ciastellardi
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)

mciastellardi@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 52 82
w.uoc.edu/matteo-ciastellardi/en

Digital culture, communication and media studies
Expert in transmedia literacy; hybrid ontologies; big data design analysis; historical and theoretical aspects of media evolution.
Peter Dunajcsik
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)
pdunajcsik@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 54 19
@metatronrunit
w.uoc.edu/peter-dunajcsik/en
research.metatron.ai

Open technologies
Expert in collective production; open technologies; hackers; hackerspaces; hacklabs; critical theory; political ontology; sociology; philosophy of technology.

Mireia Fernández Ardèvol
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)
mfernandezar@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 53 29
@mireia
w.uoc.edu/mireia-fernandez/en
femrecerca.cat/mireia

Sociology, economy and technology
Expert in mobile communication; the elderly and ICT; the impact of technology on social and economic development.

Ismael Peña López
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department
ipena@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 81
@ictlogist
w.uoc.edu/ismael-pena/en
ictlogy.net

The information society and development
Expert in the digital divide; e-readiness; information society indicators and development; digital skills; e-learning; educational technology; dissemination of science; open-source publishing; open access; web 2.0.

Sarah Wagner
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)
swagner@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 450 53 31
w.uoc.edu/sarah-wagner/en

The information society and anthropology of communication
Expert in political economy of the media; indigenous media; digital inclusion; mobile communication; cultural changes.
Elisenda Ardèvol Piera  
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department

eardevol@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 18  
@zenda  
w.uoc.edu/elisenda-ardevol/en  
uoc.academia.edu/ElisendaArdevol

**Digital, visual and media anthropology**

Expert in digital culture; ethnography; qualitative methods for research on the information and knowledge society.

Lídia Arroyo Prieto  
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)

larroyop@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 53 47  
@arroyo_lidia  
w.uoc.edu/lidia-arroyo/en

**Gender and ICT, information and knowledge society**

Expert in gender and ICT; digital inclusion; social classes; ICT use; living conditions; employability; public digital inclusion policy; gender.

Natàlia Cantó Milà  
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department

ncantom@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 75 34  
w.uoc.edu/natallia-canto/en

**Sociology**

Expert in social and cultural transformations of contemporary East Asia; social philosophy; sociological theory; development theories; sociology of religion; sociology of gender.
| **Begonya Enguix Grau**  
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department  
| benguix@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 75 32  
w.uoc.edu/begonya-enguix/en  
| **Social and cultural anthropology**  
Expert in anthropology of gender and sexuality; body and identities; urban and media anthropology.  

| **Sergi Fàbregues Feijóo**  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department  
| sfabreguesf@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 35 74  
w.uoc.edu/sergi-fabregues/en  
| **Research methods in the social sciences**  
Expert in qualitative and mixed research methods; research quality assurance; use of ICT in primary and secondary education; gender inequalities.  

| **Ana María González Ramos**  
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)  
| agonalezram@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 52 65  
w.uoc.edu/anam-gonzalez/en  
| **Gender and ICT, information and knowledge society**  
Expert in careers in science; mobility; gender and ICT; the digital divide; science and technology; scientific policy; digital inclusion; brain circulation.  

| **F. Xavier Medina Luque**  
Lecturer in the Health Sciences Department  
| fxmedina@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 35 95  
| **Food systems, culture and society**  
Expert in social anthropology; anthropology of food; food studies; wine and food tourism; Mediterranean cultures; social and ethnic identities.  

| **Julio Meneses Naranjo**  
Lecturer in the Psychology and Education Sciences Department  
| jmenesesn@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 35 50  
@taih  
femrecerca.cat/meneses  
| **Research methods in the social sciences**  
Expert in quantitative research methods; survey-based research design; introduction of the Internet into primary and secondary education; relationship between children and young adults and ICT; digital inequalities.  

| **Francesc Núñez Mosteo**  
Lecturer in the Arts and Humanities Department  
| fnunez@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 15  
@fmmosteo  
w.uoc.edu/francesc-nunez/en  
| **Philosophy and sociology**  
Expert in sociology of knowledge and culture; sociology of emotions.  

---
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Sociology and anthropology
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Beatriz Revelles Benavente  
Researcher at the Internet Interdisciplinary Institute (IN3)  
brevelles@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 450 52 43  
w.uoc.edu/brevelles-revelles/en

Gender relations in the information and communication society  
Expert in feminist theory; gender inequalities; communication; social networks; North American literature.

Eduard Vinyamata Camps  
Lecturer in the Law and Political Science Department  
evinyamata@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 57 43  
w.uoc.edu/eduard-vinyamata/en

Humanitarian cooperation, peace and sustainability, and conflictology  
Expert in the resolution of political, national, armed, labour, educational, environmental and general conflicts; education for peace; educational strategies for reducing conflict.

José Antonio Morán Moreno  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department  
jmoranm@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 36 18  
w.uoc.edu/joseantonio-moran/en

Signal processing, telecommunication technologies and systems, and e-learning  
Expert in signal and information processing; telecommunication systems and technology; e-learning.

Antoni Pérez Navarro  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department  
aperezn@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 34 11  
@tonipereznavarro  
w.uoc.edu/antoni-perez/en

General physics, electromagnetism and geographic information systems  
Expert in physics; physics and science fiction; e-learning; geographic information systems; context-aware recommender systems; location-based systems.

Eugènia Santamaria Pérez  
Lecturer in the IT, Multimedia and Telecommunications Department  
esantamaria@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 326 37 43  
w.uoc.edu/eugenia-santamaria/en

Physics, mathematics, networks, digital transmission, and signal processing  
Expert in signal processing; e-learning.
Lluís Garay Tamajón
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
lgaray@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 254 21 68
@luisgaraysbd
w.uoc.edu/lluis-garay/en

Economics of tourism and tourism businesses
Expert in tourism; history of tourism; tourism destination development; tourism products; responsible tourism.

Joan Miquel Gomis López
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
jgomis@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 44
@jmgomis
w.uoc.edu/joanm-gomis/en

Communication and organization of tourism businesses
Expert in communication, marketing and brokerage for tourism businesses; low-cost companies; responsible tourism.

Francesc González Reverté
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department
fgonzalezre@uoc.edu
(+34) 93 253 75 36
w.uoc.edu/francesc-gonzalez/en

Regional geographic analysis
Expert in cultural tourism; responsible tourism; coastal tourism.
Oriol Miralbell Izard  
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department  
jmiralbell@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 254 21 70  
w.uoc.edu/oriol-miralbell/en

Information, communication sciences and tourism
Expert in ICT and tourism; public management of tourism and destination planning; information resource management; information management; knowledge management; online social networks and virtual communities.

Sole Morales Pérez  
Lecturer in the Economics and Business Studies Department  
smoralespe@uoc.edu  
(+34) 93 253 23 47

Human and regional geography
Expert in event tourism; responsible tourism; tourism and cooperation; development.
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